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How CGIAR benefited from host and partners countries?

Over the past 50+ years, host countries have been providing:

• Host countries offer the legal framework for CGIAR entities 
to exist and operate

• Financial support through the funding of national project 
and sometimes contribution to CGIAR pool funding

• Operational support and premises, campuses and 
experimental field trial

• Scientific collaboration. Countries are often technical 
partners in innovation

It is necessary, in the context of the transition, manage / foster/ 
maintain strategic relationships with these very important partners



WHAT: An overall ‘framework’ for engagement*
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Creating the enabling environment Developing the strategy 

Establishing 
mandate, purpose 
and governance & 
leadership for 
engagement

Putting in place the 
right mechanisms to 
provide coordination, 
capacity/skill sets and 
funding to support 
effective and 
sustained 
engagement

Finding the right 
focus through 
triangulation of the 
parameters of 
demand-supply-
feasibility in dialogue 
with key 
stakeholders

Developing plans 
for research and 
delivery activities, 
and ongoing 
engagement, 
together with 
stakeholders

Activating and 
sustaining diverse and 
robust mechanisms 
for research and co-
delivery of innovation, 
capacity development 
and policy change 
with partners

Focusing monitoring, 
measurement and 
reporting of 
contribution back 
into activities, 
recognizing various 
contributions

Institutionalization Resourcing Alignment Co-Design Collaboration Contribution

Implementing 
engagement 
strategy

Monitoring engagement 
in a coordinated way

Steps

Conditions for 
effective 
engagement

The 
objectives 
of the 
conditions

* Making use of outcome of TAG5 process



HOW: RII consultations 
Response to regional demand
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Institutionalization 
Alignment 
Collaboration

Diagnostics 
Dialogue 
Co-designed 
Action Plan

Alignment achieved together with key partners by :

• Discussing landscape scanning exercise on who is 
doing what and how in country; key needs and 
capabilities

• Agreeing on priority areas that match supply to 
demand in context of feasibility

• Outlining the contribution that will be made and 
how this can be monitored and measured

• Identifying relevant partners and modalities for 
partnerships

RII presented to 
regional/national 
partners during 

national/regional 
consultation 

Revised after 
consultation to 

align with 
partners’ 
demand

Regional Directors coordinate regional/national 
engagement, as part of RII validation process



HOW: CWANA Dialogue - 07 July 2021
Introduce ONE CGIAR and Kick-off technical collaboration
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Contextualized 
engagement 

Institutionalization 
Alignment

Lessons learnt: Have a detailed established 
process!
• Invitee's list:

• Critical to have our own basic list to build event list
• CMs from across CGIAR supported well with their 

contribution which was critical for the invitees list
• Breaking down roles for building list and then finalizing –

eg person responsible for aggregating list, person to 
review, person to make a final decision on invitees

• Agenda preparation:
• Ready in enough time for sending with invitations 
• Include outline of main outputs very clearly

• Preparation of presentation:
• Starting its development earlier
• Sharing with speakers earlier on for feedback

• Event itself:
• Slide deck should arrive earlier so it’s online
• -Have “translation” slide as first slide
• Slides arrived too late
• Having one person dedicated for admitting people to 

the event
• Assign someone to share questions from Zoom chat
• Transcription of dialogue to support note-taking



HOW: Renewing the CGIAR to support food, land and water systems 
transformation in India  – 08 September 2021
MARD – CGIAR 3rd Coordination Meeting – 10 December 2021 
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Contextualized 
engagement 
approach

Collaboration

Co-design

Lessons learnt:

• Involve key partners in the 
preparation of the dialogue

• Co-signed minutes of the meeting 
and agree on next steps 

To engage host country separately to the regional process is paramount.



HOW: ESA regional stakeholder consultation – 16 September 2021
Still in the making
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Contextualized engagement approach

Diagnostics + Dialogue for alignment



How do we ensure business continuity (now) and sustainability (later)?
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List of countries * Host countries

The combined activities around country 
engagement guarantee business continuity 
and establishes the basis for renewed and 
strengthened CGIAR/Host Countries relations. 
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